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Montag, 15. Juni 2020 Introducing Antrow, a German Software
Development company that offers MS-Access to Web App conversion
Services
Antrow is a German Software Development company that offers MSAccess to Web App conversion Services for companies looking to secure
their database over the cloud.
Microsoft Access is one of the best-known database applications and is
still widely used by businesses large and small. However, the powerful and
versatile programme was clipped in its wings by Microsoft when they
withdrew support for Access Web Apps, among other limitations such as
limited access to the database, difficult user and permission management,
performance problems on large databases, etc.
This has prompted many companies looking for 24/7 data access from
anywhere on any device to move from MS Access to web applications.
Antrow has over 15 years of experience in migrating MS-Access database
to fully functional online web app Application.
The company is proud to have helped over 500 customers to bring their
MS-Access databases to the web.
Speaking about their services, a company executive said: "With our own
developed .Net MS-Access framework we ensure a cost-effective 1 to 1
migration so all you forms, data and reports are available for you in your
Web browser with the same functionality as on your local PC.
Your converted application can be run on any ISP such as Azure, Amazon
AWS or google web service or in your own Cloud.
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The company's web applications were developed with maximum
encryption and security, as well on Microsoft latest technologies and can
be scaled upwards without any extra coding. These programs support
various languages, thanks to its built-in language control centre that each
customer can maintain and update.
Antrow's services have elicited rave reviews from its clients.
According to a client, Elias Noah: " My company's workforce expanded,
and with the Covid-19 work from home order, we needed a way to give
everyone virtual access to the database. I contacted Antrow and all my
staff have been happy with their services. I give them the full marks for a
job well done.

